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The 60 Second Lectures during the October 11, 2022 Colloquia garnered a lot of positive
feedback from researchers! Our advisors enjoyed the challenge of a 60 second lecture and did
not disappoint. We made it extra fun by asking our researchers to vote on their favorites and to
share “why”.

Here are some of our favorite “Why’s”:

“He explained all his four research groups in a
very simple way so that even a lay person can
understand the topic (within time limit).”

Referring to Advisor Connor Adams

“The project seemed very interesting, the
information was presented in an engaging
manner, and the content covered was very
interesting.”

Referring to Advisor Omar Amer

“The balance of in-person, hybrid, and online
research being completed and the connections
between cancer biology and computational tools
is very interesting.”

Referring to Advisor Clinton Cunha

“I liked the creativity displayed during this
presentation, it was not just speaking but
incorporated a fun element.”

Referring to Advisor Robert Downing
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“The rap verse was Billboard #1.”
Referring to Advisor Robert Downing

“It was short, and creative. I liked it because it
had so many details that were explained in 40
seconds.”

Referring to Advisor Sahar Jahanikia

“I enjoyed that he went into detail about the
different aspects of his various groups—he is
mentoring several groups but explained the bulk
of everything thoroughly within two minutes.”

Referring to Advisor Larry McMahan

“I love small molecules! On a broader note,
Edward's presentation was the most
encapsulating of what all of his groups do while
also ‘talking in the language of people who know
practically nothing in said field of expertise.’”

Referring to Advisor Edward Njoo

“Mr. Yamamoto's biomaterials projects,
specifically the work on hydrogels, was concisely
explained in an informative manner. Mr.
Yamamoto is also my advisor so I'm also
biased!”

Referring to Advisor Akira Yamamoto

Faculty Spotlight: Biological, Human, and Life Sciences
Sahar Jahanikia

Experienced neuroimaging researcher and research data analyst with knowledge
in Cognitive Neuroscience, Neuroimaging, Behavioral Sciences, Design Thinking,
and Bioinformatics. Extensive experience in designing, collecting, and analyzing
state of art neuroimaging studies using all forms of modality (fMRI, NIRS, EEG,
Simultaneous EEG-fMRI). Co-author of multiple neuroimaging research papers.

Faculty Spotlight: Chemistry, Biochemistry, and
Physics
Harman Brah
Experienced biochemist at UCSD Medicine; former scientist at UCSF who
specializes in computational biochemistry & drug discovery. Oversees
admissions process.

Faculty Spotlight: Computer Science and Engineering
Robert Downing Robert’s website
Mr. Downing comes from a background comprised of four decades in the
high-tech and data systems industry (IBM, 3COM, etc.) and Professor and Adjunct
Faculty in Undergraduate and Graduate studies in Hardware, Software &
Networking. As an experienced data scientist, Mr. Downing sees data as central to
everything - from exploring habitable exoplanets to discovering the next
generation of small molecules to treat viral diseases.

https://sites.google.com/asdrp.org/downing
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Faculty and Staff Directory
Get to know the people who make it happen!

Faculty Staff

● Connor Adams
● Michael Amadi
● Omar Amer
● Harman Brah
● Reymond Chen
● Clinton Cunha
● Pragati Dahrmale
● Robert Downing
● Sahar Jahanikia
● Prabhjeet Kaur

● Joseph Laurienzo
● Larry McMahan
● Phil Mui
● Edward Njoo
● Nilai Patel
● Gayathri Renganathan
● Neelima Sengenei
● Suresh Subramanian
● Soumya Suresh
● Akira Yamamoto
● Tracy Zhang

● Neville Bosco
● Jordan Bunnell
● David Linnevers
● Sophia Linnevers
● Bailey Maxwell
● Niel McMahan
● Stephanie Ng
● Casey Rojas

Research Updates
The Adams group shared exciting updates on their research related to
Ocean Science this week.

The mussels and microplastics group has been making great progress,
and will soon be trained in fluorescent microscopy! Additionally, the
barnacles and ocean acidification group has all the parts needed to
assemble an electrical circuit that will monitor tank pH for them. The
algae battery will soon be receiving their algae. Finally, the tide pools
group will soon finish their image analysis and will go on to their first use
of RStudio for data analysis.

https://www.asdrp.org/research
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Upcoming Events

The ASDRP Researcher Interview Series is
back again for Fall 2022!

Throughout the fall, we will be conducting interviews with
researchers to capture what their experience has been
like at ASDRP. They will be short and focus on broad
topics like getting to know them, what they have been
researching, and what it means to be a researcher. The
interviews will be via Zoom and posted to YouTube.

Researchers can begin to sign up here. (New times have
been added!)

Colloquia tomorrow Oct 18th from 7:00-8:30 PM (PST)

Check the colloquia webpage for the upcoming research presentations

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nYfzNbxsTgkyeHz6uKgT5WDE1at_qBxAUdrMN3tANnc/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.asdrp.org/colloquia
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Don’t forget to mark your calendars!
The next Saturday Seminar is on
November 19, 2022 at 11:00 am.

ASDRP Carpool

Search your email to find a copy of the carpool form, and

print out and sign or digitally return a copy of the form.

We will manually approve you to join the Google group.

You will not be added to the group until this form is

completed and received.

ASDRP Admin will add you to the Carpool Google Group.

To send an email to the group, email

asdrp-carpools@googlegroups.com. Each message is subject to moderation and will be posted once

approved by an ASDRP administrator.

ASDRP assumes no responsibility nor liability for carpools arranged through the Google Group mailing

list. This is simply a medium for parents to get in contact with each other who are interested in

carpooling. See below for full terms and conditions of the liability release.

mailto:asdrp-carpools@googlegroups.com
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For Our Parents

ASDRP is seeking parents who have expertise in research and development to be a guest
speaker and share their expertise and career path. Please email asdrp.admin@asdp.org if
you are interested!

This Wednesday - October 19, 2022 @ 6:30-7:15 pm via zoom

This Saturday - October 22, 2022 from 9:00-10:00 am on campus

mailto:asdrp.admin@asdp.org
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Connect with ASDRP!
Find us on LinkedIn Instagram Facebook Twitter YouTube Website

http://www.linkedin.com/in/asdrp
https://www.facebook.com/FremontASDRP
https://twitter.com/ASDRP5
https://www.youtube.com/c/ASDRPresearch
https://www.asdrp.org/

